From the Desk of
Contemporary Prosperity Advisor
Rev. Paula Langguth Ryan
Dear Friend,
So much good is present in your life right now. It may be taking a different form than you’re used to. Or it may be
intimately familiar to you. Either way, something amazing is about to happen to you! I know this for a fact.
Because YOU are a Magnificent Manifesting Force in the Universe!
I may not know WHY you’ve decided to get your very own copy of Giving Thanks: The Art of Tithing. But I
do know that your life and your consciousness is about to expand in ways you can’t even imagine. You’re going to
heal parts of yourself where you have been subconsciously sabotaging your efforts. And from this new, expanded
place, you’re going to be, do, experience and create a peaceful, prosperous and purpose-filled life from a place
deeper and more authentic than you ever imagined existed within you.
You have nurtured and cherished your fears and ridden the roller coaster long enough. Imagine your fears as a
butterfly you’ve been holding gently within your closed hand. Today, as you open to giving and receiving, those
fears are going to slip away as easily as a butterfly flits away the minute you open your fingers. I know this because
of the testimonials I’ve received from readers just like you, in the years since this book came out.
I am so grateful to have been able to share this information with hundreds of thousands of people in the past few
years. Many have written to tell me how this book transformed their lives, and expanded their consciousness and
helped them dissolve their fears around giving and receiving. They’ve even sent great pictures showing what they
have been, done, experienced and created!
This is no ordinary tithing book. “This is a book that fills in the gaps and expands understanding about tithing in ways no other
book ever has.” I’m not bragging. That’s an actual quote from someone who read the book! I am blessed that my
favorite prosperity author, Rev. Catherine Ponder, saw something in this book that made her say YES to writing
the Foreword. (As the only living author she’s ever done so for, I’m also very humbled and grateful beyond
words.).
There have been a few changes since the book originally appeared. My publisher changed, for starters. The address
you can reach me or the publisher is:
Paula Langguth Ryan
c/o CM Press
1121 Annapolis Road, Suite 120
Odenton, MD 21113
Also, I’ve got a few new things you might be interested in knowing about….
New Website: www.PaulaLangguthRyan.com is where you’ll find amazing resources, including lots of free stuff
under the Free Gifts Tab. My e-mail address is now paula@paulalangguthryan.com. (Although PayPal gifts are
still gratefully received at paularyan@artofabundance.com). If you want your donation to be tax-deductible, you
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can make them out to The Village Gathering at the same street address above or PayPal them to
Tammie@artofabundance.com!)
It is my hope that you’ll find all you need within this book you’re holding now. But if you are guided to explore
tithing in greater depth, I wanted to share with you the resources I find most helpful. Many are free. Some have a
financial cost (like coaching to create a personal financial game plan). All are at www.paulalangguthryan.com.
(Whether you sign up to receive a free resource or decide to buy something, please know that your information is
NEVER sold or shared and is ALWAYS encrypted for a secure shopping experience.)
In particular, there are a few actions I recommend you take to get some valuable free resources. You can find them
all at www.paulalangguthryan.com/freestuff. We all can benefit from reminders from time to time. Which is why I
highly recommend that you:
1. Download the free Giving Thanks Tithing Mastery Study Guide – and find a friend or two or three to create a study
group and explore this 10-week graduated tithing class!
2. Listen to the audio files from a teleclass I did with the Giving Thanks Tithing Mastery Course – I taught the course and you’ll
hear past students share their experiences. Or join the next 10 week program ($27)!
3. Subscribe to my free Inner Transformation e-magazine – here you’ll find the latest updates on information, tips,
strategies and such that are designed to help you make stronger, more confident decisions as you increase the
peace and prosperity in your life.
4. Subscribe to or “bookmark” my Inner Transformation blog – here I post writings about everything from personal
finance to inspirational topics to help you transform ever area of your life. (I did a whole month of tithing
questions for our 5th anniversary!)
If you downloaded a free e-book copy of Giving Thanks, I also recommend getting a paperback copy so you can
carry it around with you easily ($17.95 – available under the Tithing tab!). Whew! I think that’s everything! Happy
reading, and, as my friend Catherine Ponder likes to say, Richest Blessings!
Peace and prosperity,
Paula Langguth Ryan
PS If this book feeds your spirit, we welcome your gift in support of this ministry. Please keep us in mind when
you’re doing your tax and estate planning as well. Tax deductible gifts to The Village Gathering are a wonderful
way to extend your legacy! For more information on how to structure your gift, call 800/507-9244.
PPS Please write and let me know what you manifest! I LOVE hearing how you’ve transformed your life!
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